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AB S T RA C T

The monograph deals with the topic of the diagnostics of technological
drives. It focuses on the dependence of diagnostic parameters on technical
state of technological drives, which is of crucial significance for industrial
plants. The main aim is to contribute to knowledge within the topic of diagnostics of mechatronic systems by the analysis of the elements reliability
characteristics; using methods, models, and algorithms for diagnostics and by
studying examples of model diagnostic systems using AI methods based on
neural networks and fuzzy inference systems. The diagnostic models of automated technological systems drives have been also developed.
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Introduction
Most production instrumentation devices of the older generations are kept in
the operational condition by reactive maintenance, without detailed monitoring of operating parameters. Thus, due to the fact that production plants still
use a significant number of older functional equipment, it is necessary to
evaluate their reliability, and keep them in the ready state to perform production tasks.
Key equipment is regularly serviced as part of preventive maintenance, which
increases the reliability of the equipment, but at an increased cost of spare
parts and related activities. Predictive or rather proactive maintenance uses
predictive diagnostics based on monitoring to timely identify emerging fault
states and eliminate their causes. Maintenance costs vary significantly, e.g.
depending on the age of the plant and its equipment, but in any case, it is an
important factor in ensuring the reliability or quality of production, but also
the economy and safety of the plant. This monograph is based mainly on the
situation in the East European and North Asian region, which is, however,
analogous in several other regions.
Several industrial sectors are affected by the current crisis, so a more massive
renewal of machinery, which provides an extension of the planned lifetime is
often less probable. Many companies are postponing investment in new
equipment, so older ones need to be kept in shape even after their planned
life. On the other side, the machinery of all generations is often overwhelmed
in trying to meet demanding production plans or in the event of replacement
of production outages in the event of another equipment failure. A significant
proportion of faults occur without warning due to the lack of relevant information due to non-monitoring of the operation. As most failures begin with
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the neglecting of problems, the early solution of which is simple and can prevent the development of major damage such as loose screws, unbalanced and
misaligned machines, problems with lubrication and cleaning (filtration), etc.,
monitoring and diagnostic systems are therefore effective part of early warning systems, but also fault analysis systems. The automation of production
places high demands on the reliability of the technological systems. Technological systems include mechanical, electronic and electromechanical components. Recent techniques and tools for diagnosing these components are
steadily developing. In order to increase the efficiency of drive diagnostics, a
system approach for complex diagnostics using intelligent sensors and highperformance digital signal processors is required. This creates the prerequisites for the development of intelligent systems that evaluate the technical
condition and remaining service life.
Failure of components leads to significant economic losses and can be dangerous to life and health. Efficient and intelligent diagnostic systems with
advanced sensor systems are required for the early detection of faults.
The implementation of technical diagnostics tools makes it possible to
- to monitor the current technical condition of drives of automated technological equipment;
- determine terms and content of repair works, control quality of their performance;
- reduce operating costs;
- prolongation of overhaul period and service life;
- to get rid of sudden breakdowns and production stoppages.
Despite the need to introduce diagnostic systems, this issue has not taken the
place it deserves in practice.
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A "revolution" is currently taking place in machine diagnosis systems, driven
by the development of a wide range of intelligent sensors with information
transfer over wireless technology, high-performance computing systems and
artificial intelligence methods.
Promising mathematical apparatus for creation of systems of automatic diagnosing of machine units are methods of artificial intelligence. They possess
the following advantages: fast algorithms of training, possibility of work at
presence of hindrances, possibility of work with information from sources of
a various physical nature, possibility of the simultaneous decision of several
problems.
1. Increase of intensity of research of methods and means of systems of diagnostics is caused by a number of reasons.
2. Increase in the cost of complex automatic production systems leads to the
fact that their failure brings large financial losses. The expediency of repair
according to the state of the equipment, rather than according to the plan is
justified.
3. microminiaturization of microprocessor means, sensors, reduction of their
power consumption, development of wireless technologies of information
transfer allow to embed them into any objects of diagnostics, up to bearings.
4. The development of a mathematical apparatus based on artificial intelligence methods for recognizing equipment defects makes it possible to increase the accuracy of diagnosis.
5 The use of new programming methods allows to conduct diagnostics in real
time, passing in parallel the information about the state of the object to the
adaptive control system.
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6. Reducing the cost of microprocessor-based tools while increasing their
computing power and functionality allows the implementation of complex
diagnostic algorithms.
7. The application of the principle of modularity facilitates the design of diagnostics, which should be developed at the stage of designing the diagnostics object.
The monograph is intended for engineers on diagnostics and maintenance of
complex technical systems, for research staff, students of higher education
programs.
Regarding the production automation, it is particularly the reliability of technological systems that is of high importance. An automated device comprises
mechanical as well as electronic components. At present, there are various
methods and tools developed for an independent diagnostics of such places.
To increase this diagnostics efficiency, a systematic approach to complex
diagnostics of mechanical and electronic components via intelligent sensors
and powerful processors of digital signal is needed. This is a prerequisite for
the development of intelligent systems able to evaluate the technical state and
residual operational life.
Automated technological systems comprise electrical drives. A failure of
such drives can lead to significant economic losses and be dangerous to human life and health.
For an early detection of the drives´ defects, the efficient intelligent diagnostic systems equipped with an advanced sensor system are needed.
The introduction of technical diagnostic tools allows to:
- monitor the current technical state of an automated technological device
drives,
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- determine the timing and content of repairs and check the quality of their
execution,
- decrease the operational costs,
- prolong the period of general repair as well as the life,
- get rid of sudden failures, and hence the production interruptions.
Despite of this, it is necessary to introduce the diagnostic systems, the issue is
not paid enough attention in practice it deserves. The importance of the research in the field is proved by the fact that the issue is comprised in critical
technologies on a national level in the following:
- artificial intelligence (systems of decision making based on the access to
neural network, fuzzy logic, and fuzzy neural network),
- information and telecommunication systems (systems of information exchange among sensors, and diagnostic and control systems utilising wireless
technologies),
- elementary basis of microelectronics (advanced diagnostic methods and
equipment, monitoring of technological processes),
- recognition of patterns and analysis of images (mathematical methods for
recognition of drives technological state).
At present, there is a ˮrevolution“ in machine diagnostic systems, which is
the result of the development of a wide scope of intelligent sensors able to
transfer information via wireless technologies, powerful computer systems,
and artificial intelligence methods.
One of the suitable mathematical apparatus for the development of systems
for automated diagnostics of the machine nodes is represented by the artificial intelligence methods.
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They have the following advantages:
-

fast learning algorithms,

-

ability to operate in noise,

-

ability to operate with information from the sources of various physi-

cal characters,
-

ability to execute several solutions simultaneously.

The construction of physical and mathematical models of materials´ structural state in different operational conditions and based on collected diagnostic
information as well as on the development of diagnostic devices and technologies for the monitoring of materials and structures are an important research
task.
The importance of the task is proved also by the fact that the expert committees for automated diagnostic and testing systems have recommended to develop new structures and fields related to the diagnostics of technical systems
on the basis of diagnostic systems.
The intense research growth of methods and means of diagnostic systems is
caused by several reasons.
1. Increase of costs for complex automated production systems leads to the
fact that its failure can cause high financial losses. Regarding the state of the
device as well as the plan, the efficiency of repairs execution is not due.
2. Microminiaturisation of microprocessor means, sensors, decrease of its
power consumption, and the development of wireless technologies for information transfer has allowed their integration into any diagnostic objects, including the bearings.
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3. The development of a mathematical apparatus based on the artificial intelligence methods of the device breakdowns recognition can increase the diagnostics accuracy.
4 The use of new programming methods allows for diagnostics in real time,
and at the same time it transfers information about the object state into an
adaptive control system.
5. The decrease of costs for microprocessor tools and increase of their calculation capacity and functionality allows for complex diagnostics algorithm
implementation.
6. The implementation of the modularity principle eases the construction of
diagnostic tools, which should be developed in the stage of the diagnostic
object design.
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